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Many studies of IFE economics have been completed and work
con,nues to improve models and es,mates
Systems modeling and analyses have been carried out for laser,
heavy ion and Z‐IFE power plants

•

•

•

1980’s (e.g., HYLIFE‐II)
– Used ﬁssion reactor Energy Economic Data Base (EEDB) for non‐fusion items (e.g.,
structures, heat transfer system equipment, turbine plant equipment, heat rejecEon
systems)
– Chamber costed based on mass of materials and material unit costs ($/kg)
– Simple models for drivers (e.g., $/MJ esEmates)
– Applied diﬀerent indirect costs to nuclear and convenEonal cost centers
1990’s
– DOE reactor studies (Sombrero, Osiris, Prometheus) included input from AE ﬁrms (e.g.,
Bechtel) on BOP costs
– Chamber costs based on mass of materials and unit costs
– More detail on reactor plant equipment than other cost categories
– Laser and HI driver cost models based on proposed architectures, ﬁrst level CBS, and
unit costs ($/kg of metglas, $/m2 of mirror, etc.)
– Common ground rules for indirect costs and COE calculaEons used (same as used by
MFE ARIES work), e.g., J. Delene, “Nuclear Energy Cost Data Base” report, ORNL)
2000’s
– HIF
• Detailed model (>100 pages) of inducEon linac driver in support of HIF Robust Point
Design
• Chamber and BOP costs updated from HYLIFE‐II study
• Used as system opEmizaEon to select design point and idenEfy cost trades

Many studies of IFE economics …(cont.)
•

2000’s (cont.)
– HAPL
• Very simple laser models ($/J)
• Focused on trade and sensiEvity studies for diﬀerent driver eﬃciencies, gain curves,
power conversion eﬃciencies, etc.
– Z‐IFE
• Adapted TLW reactor and BOP models
• Added SNL esEmates for RTL factory
• Driver cost based on SNL $/J esEmates for delivered pulsed power
• Mainly used to understand system design trades and overall plant opEmizaEon
– LIFE (2007‐present)
• Recent work includes more detailed laser models benchmarked to NIF
• New work on target producEon costs
• BOP models informed by ALMR study (late 90s) and previous IFE studies
• Using MIT’s economic model for COE calculaEon (discounted cash ﬂow approach)
• Including new info on fusion speciﬁc systems (e.g., from ITER triEum processing,
but adjusted for ﬁrst of a kind cost)
• EvaluaEng how level of safety assurance (LSA) aﬀects construcEon costs
• Re‐evaluaEng how indirect costs should be applied to parts that are factor built vs.
site built
• Recently engaged an engineering ﬁrm on BOP costs
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